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Abstract: Lightning protection for blades is one of the most important factors for the safe operation of
wind turbines. In view of the differences in the designs of blade receptors, a full-scale blade receptor
model was constructed on the basis of the scaling experiment of the wind turbine and electrostatic
field theory. By combining the electromagnetic finite element analysis with leader discharge theory,
this study analyzed and discussed the influence of the protruding height of receptors and the design of
receptor types on the lightning receiving effect of the blade, and the optimum design scheme of blade
receptors was proposed. According to the results of this study, the field intensity distribution on the
surface of the receptor was a high-boundary and low-middle structure. The receptor easily produced
an upward connection leader as the lighting junction. The electric field intensity around the receptor
was substantially distorted after 4 mm protrusion, which was approximately twice the electric field
intensity of a flat right-angle receptor. The convex chamfer had multiple centralized lightning stroke
points compared with the convex right-angle design, thereby exhibiting better solidification and
reliability at the lightning stroke area, which are conducive to protecting the blade from lightning
damage. The electric field intensity of the convex fillet was similar to the chamfer, but the radius
of the electric field intensity of the convex fillet was small, and the attenuation of the electric field
intensity with the radius was evident. This study provides a reference for further optimization design
of blade receptors.

Keywords: wind turbine blade; numerical simulation; receptor; electric field distortion; optimal design

1. Introduction

In the 21st century, the shortage of fossil energy has become a prominent global issue. Vigorously
developing wind power, a renewable energy source, contributes to alleviating the shortage of fossil
energy while protecting the ecological environment and implementing sustainable development [1,2].
As the capacity of wind turbines has increased gradually, their blade length has increased from 20 m
to 80 m and the hub heights from 90 m to 150 m, reaching a total height of 150 m to 200 m, thereby
increasing the risk of lightning stroke on wind turbines [3]. On the basis of relevant statistics, 80%
of shutdown accidents caused by the lightning striking on offshore wind turbines in Japan can be
attributes to blade damage [4,5]. In German wind farms, the annual lightning accident rate of every
100 wind turbines is approximately 10%, among which the main damaged parts are blades [6]. The
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blade maintenance process, which requires high altitude operation and has a high maintenance cost, is
complex [7,8]. Therefore, the lightning protection capability of the blade lightning protection system is
of great significance.

The lightning damage rate of a blade is related to its lightning protection capability. Presently,
the design of the blade lightning stroke system is mainly based on the electrical geometrical and
leader propagation models [9,10]. These two models are well validated in the lightning protection
of buildings and the power system. However, the lightning protection system of a propeller blade
has particularities. Its lightning protection design includes tip and blade lightning connectors. Qibin
Zhou et al. [11] studied the correlations among the number, position, size, and interception efficiency
of blade receptors. Their results showed that increasing the number and size of receptors has a
limited effect on the interception efficiency. Blade receptors should be installed near the blade tip.
Lu Qu et al. [12] found that the tip breakdown voltage increases with the blade speed. In addition,
the larger the curvature radius of the tip receptor, the better effect of lightning can be received.
Chaoying Fang et al. [13] determined that the smaller the grounding resistance of wind turbines, the
better the lightning reception effect of blades can be. The accurate lightning connection of wind turbine
blades is related to whether the lightning connector forms a stable connection leader. Abd-Elhady A M
et al. [14] used a full-scale blade tip model to conduct an experimental study on the characteristics
of lightning attachment and designed a new system with high lightning protection efficiency. Yufei
Ma et al. [15] simulated the critical length of the leader to produce a stable connection. Their results
showed that the critical length is independent of the lightning current parameters, blade length, and
receptor radius, but is related to the air’s relative density, humidity, and altitude. Many countries have
conducted studies on blade lightning stroke theory, location, and size [16–22]. However, no definite
conclusion on the height and shape of the blade receptors designed by domestic mainstream blade
manufacturers has been drawn. Domestic studies on the optimization and improvement of receptors
have been rarely reported. The actual production or installation standards of blade receptors are mostly
based on “experience.” Thus, this paper will systematically analyze and discuss the difference between
the overall effect of blade lightning and the design of the protrusion height and type of the receptor
by combining theory, experiment, and finite element simulation, thereby providing a reference for
improving the lightning protection effect of blades.

2. Experiment

2.1. Lightning Leading Development Mechanism

Thunderstorm charges in thunderstorm clouds produce an average field strength of 2–3 kV/cm
thunderstorm electric field in the atmosphere. When the electric field strength reaches an air breakdown
strength of 25–30 kV/cm, the air is broken down and forms a stepped leader. The downward stepped
leaders strike the wind turbine in two stages [23–25].

The first stage is the downward development process of a downward stepped leader. In this
development process, the step length is approximately 50 m, the speed is 104 km/s, and the interval time
between the steps ranges from 5 µs to 50 µs. However, the randomness of the downward development
of lightning at this stage does not play a decisive role in the location of the lightning attachment
point [26,27]. When the stepped leader reaches the top of the wind turbine, it enters the second stage.

The second stage is the “last stroke” process of lightning [28,29]. This process determines the
final lightning attachment point. When the leader arrives at the second stage, the strong electric field
around the wind turbine leads to a connection between the upward and downward leaders. At this
time, the lightning stroke point of the wind turbine is determined. The blade is the most vulnerable to
lightning strikes because it is the highest component of a wind turbine.

In Figure 1, for the wind turbine “last stroke” model, R represents the distance of the last stroke,
which is determined by the lightning current amplitude.
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Figure 1. Last stroke of lightning. 

2.2. Design of Lightning Test Model for Wind Turbine 

Figure 2a shows the rotating process of the wind turbine. The adjacent angles of the three 
blades are 120° and reset alternately at a 120° interval; thus, the angle of the wind turbine must be 
considered within 120° only. As shown in Figure 2b, the 120° angle is divided into four equal parts 
by 30° units. During the clockwise rotation from A-side to C-side, the contact height of the a-blade 
and b-blade changes in the reverse direction. When the A-side reaches the C-side position, the 
a-blade and b-blade are the same height, and their lightning effects tend to be the same in the 
model. During the C-side turning to E-side, the a-blade is gradually replaced by c-blade. Therefore, 
the a-blade was selected as the main analysis object, and the angle changes were mainly 0°, 30°, and 
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Figure 2. Diagram of the fixed rotation angle change of wind turbine blades. (a) The rotating process 
of the wind turbine. (b) The angle of the wind turbine within 120°. 

During preliminary research, the simulation and experiment were combined. In the 
simulation, the variable control method was used to calculate the average electric field intensity 
distribution of wind turbine blade when the lightning leader is in different positions during rotor 
rotation to three typical angles. Three different locations of lightning leaders are shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 1. Last stroke of lightning.

2.2. Design of Lightning Test Model for Wind Turbine

Figure 2a shows the rotating process of the wind turbine. The adjacent angles of the three blades
are 120◦ and reset alternately at a 120◦ interval; thus, the angle of the wind turbine must be considered
within 120◦ only. As shown in Figure 2b, the 120◦ angle is divided into four equal parts by 30◦ units.
During the clockwise rotation from A-side to C-side, the contact height of the a-blade and b-blade
changes in the reverse direction. When the A-side reaches the C-side position, the a-blade and b-blade
are the same height, and their lightning effects tend to be the same in the model. During the C-side
turning to E-side, the a-blade is gradually replaced by c-blade. Therefore, the a-blade was selected as
the main analysis object, and the angle changes were mainly 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦.
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During preliminary research, the simulation and experiment were combined. In the 
simulation, the variable control method was used to calculate the average electric field intensity 
distribution of wind turbine blade when the lightning leader is in different positions during rotor 
rotation to three typical angles. Three different locations of lightning leaders are shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 2. Diagram of the fixed rotation angle change of wind turbine blades. (a) The rotating process
of the wind turbine. (b) The angle of the wind turbine within 120◦.

During preliminary research, the simulation and experiment were combined. In the simulation,
the variable control method was used to calculate the average electric field intensity distribution of
wind turbine blade when the lightning leader is in different positions during rotor rotation to three
typical angles. Three different locations of lightning leaders are shown in Figure 3.
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The scale model of a 2 MW wind turbine was built in the lightning stroke experiment at 1:100. 
Figure 4 displays the experimental circuit. The combined waveform (Umax = 2400 kV, 1.2/50 μs) was 
used as the simulated lightning impulse voltage source. Lightning experiments were conducted at 
the three different locations shown in Figure 3 by using rod discharge electrodes. 

Figure 4 presents a diagram of the circuit and test module system in the experimental process. 
The high-definition fast recording device mainly recorded the attachment points in the 
instantaneous discharge process by using the exposure mode of a digital camera (exposure time: 10 
s). The lightning receiving efficiency of blade receptors is denoted as Pr, and the overall lightning 
receiving efficiency of the blade is Pt. They describe the striking probability of the high-voltage 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the different positions of the blade at the fixed rotation angle with the lightning
stroke leader.

The scale model of a 2 MW wind turbine was built in the lightning stroke experiment at 1:100.
Figure 4 displays the experimental circuit. The combined waveform (Umax = 2400 kV, 1.2/50 µs) was
used as the simulated lightning impulse voltage source. Lightning experiments were conducted at the
three different locations shown in Figure 3 by using rod discharge electrodes.
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Figure 4 presents a diagram of the circuit and test module system in the experimental process.
The high-definition fast recording device mainly recorded the attachment points in the instantaneous
discharge process by using the exposure mode of a digital camera (exposure time: 10 s). The lightning
receiving efficiency of blade receptors is denoted as Pr, and the overall lightning receiving efficiency of
the blade is Pt. They describe the striking probability of the high-voltage pulse on the blade receptor
and the striking probability of the entire blade (including the blade receptors), respectively. The
formulas are as follows [1]:

Pr =
na + nb + nc

N
, (1)

Pt =
na + nb + nc + no

N
. (2)
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In the formula, na, nb, and nc are the lightning attachment times of the three blade receptors in the
scaled model. no is the number of lightning attachments on the blades, except the receptors, and N is
the total number of tests.

Figure 5 shows the experimental results. During the change in rotation angle of the a-blade from
0◦ to 60◦, the linear distance between the vertex of a-blade and the three lightning leader locations
changed nonlinearly. These will lead to the change in electric field at the point of the a-blade. The
electric field change of location 3 first rose and then fell, and the electric field changes of location 2
and location 1 generally presented downward trends of different rates. When the wind turbine blades
are at different angles, the main attachment points are the blade receptors, with Pr ≥ 70% and Pt ≥
80%. The receptor has a certain lightning protection function, but a considerable part of the lightning
stroke process still exhibits “sideslip”, and reducing the probability of lightning “sideslip” under
the existing conditions is highlighted. The lightning receptors installed in scale on the basis of the
experimental model cannot satisfactorily represent the lightning attachment in a real situation because
the single-value condition in the similarity criteria [30] of the wind turbine scale model is difficult to
replicate and all similar parameters are not identical. For example, natural lightning stroke is often a
multi-pulse process that depends on the reliability of the (MV level) high-voltage pulse source and
scaled metal materials. In addition, the last stroke effect after the optimization of the blade receptor is
difficult to reflect due to the influence of scaling. Therefore, the optimization and improvement of
wind turbine blade receptors based on theory and simulation can effectively solve the problems.
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Figure 5. Diagram of the relationship between average electric field strength and lightning receiving
efficiency between different blade rotation angle leaders and receptors.

2.3. Solution of Electric Field Equation of Lightning Discharge

The development of the lightning stepped leader can be equivalent to a high-voltage electrode.
On the basis of the Maxwell and Poisson equations and the boundary conditions, the distorted electric
field around the blade can be solved [11,23]. Equation (3) is the differential form of the basic equation
of electrostatic field: {

∇× E = 0
∇•D = ρ

. (3)

In the formula, E is the electric field intensity, V/m; D is the electric displacement vector, C/m2;
and ρ is the charge density, C/m3. E can be expressed as follows:

E = −∇ϕ. (4)
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In the formula, ϕ is the potential function of the electrostatic field, V.
In addition, the relationship between E and D is as follows:

D = εE. (5)

In the formula, ε is the dielectric constant.
The Poisson equation of the electrostatic field can be obtained by substituting Equations (5) and

(4) into Equation (3):
∇

2ϕ = −ρ/ε. (6)

The COMSOL Multiphysics simulation software is based on the finite element method for solving
electromagnetic field. On the basis of discrete mathematics, the finite element method divides the
model into several sub-elements by applying meshing generation theory. The higher the number of
sub-elements, the more accurate the results are. Then, the parameters of the sub-elements are solved.
Finally, the results of all sub-elements are combined to obtain the parameters of the entire model.
Figure 6 shows the flowchart of finite element software COMSOL.
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The specific steps of the solution are as follows:

(1) The calculation area is simplified, a reasonable solution area is selected, and the field is divided
into several analytical units;

(2) The electric field energy coefficient matrices of some elements are solved;
(3) The total field energy coefficient matrices of some elements are solved;
(4) The potential of each node is solved on the basis of the finite element equation, [K] [ϕ] = [B]-[P].

In the formula, [ϕ] is the inner node potential column vector, [K] is the coefficient matrix of order
n × n, [B] is the column vector of free term, and [P] is the second boundary value column vector;

(5) The other quantities of the electric field are calculated on the basis of the potential of each node.

2.4. Establishment of Simulation Model for Blade Receptors

The outer layer of the blade around the receptors was a three-layer structure [24,25], which was
made of fiberglass cloth inside and outside and polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyethylene terephthalate
(PET), or balsa wood in the middle. The raw material of the inner and outer fiberglass cloths was
fiberglass, and its dielectric constant value was considerably greater than that of the middle layer of
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PVC/PET/balsa wood [31,32]. To compare the design differences of the different blade receptors, the
outer layer of the blade was simplified as a single-layer fiberglass cloth structure. Figure 7 presents the
simplified equivalent model of typical blade receptors.Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 13 
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Figure 7. Simplified equivalent model of blade lightning receiving and external structure of blades.

Two types of blade products, namely, A-type and B-type, were selected as the basic modeling
objects in this study. Their blade receptor diameters were 56 and 19 mm, respectively.

According to the literature [33], increasing the cross-sectional area of the receptor cannot
substantially improve the interception effect of the lightning stroke. In accordance with the material
and size requirements of the IEC 61400-24:2010 Standard Lightning Protection System [25], some basic
parameters in this experiment were determined as follows: the diameter of the copper receptors was 40
mm, the dielectric constant of the glass fiber cloth was 4, the conductivity of copper was 5.8 × 107 s/m,
and the dielectric constant of background air was 1. The distance from the protruding blade surface of
the receptor was 4 mm [11]. The triangular mesh fractal form was selected, and the adaptive fine mesh
refinement was activated.

Primary mesh was performed on the solution domain, as shown in Figure 8a. The mesh around the
blade receptors was further divided finely, as shown in Figure 8b, because the electric field distribution
around the blade receptors required close observation.
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3. Results and Discussion

Analysis of Simulation Results

The A-type blade receptor was flat with a blade surface; it was tentatively designated as the flat
right-angle receptor. The B-type blade receptor protruded by approximately 4 mm from the outer
surface; it was tentatively designated as the convex right-angle receptor. To verify the difference between
these types of blade receptors, the field distribution around them was solved via electromagnetic field
simulation analysis.

Figure 9 shows the field intensity distribution of the (A-type blade) flat right-angle receptor. The
electric field around the receptor was distorted to varying degrees after adding the receptor. The most
serious distortion of the electric field was 8.6 MV/m, which appeared at the outer surface boundary
of the receptor. During the lightning downward leader development, the upward leader is initially
generated at the maximum field strength and connected to the downward leader of lightning to form
the connection point. Therefore, the contact boundary between the blade and receptor will be damaged
when the receptor boundary initially becomes the lightning connection point. In wind turbine accidents,
the blade surface around the receptors often suffers lightning damage in a certain area.
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Figure 10 shows the field intensity distribution of the (B-type blade) convex right-angle receptor.
After the blade receptors protruded, the maximum field intensity remained around the contacting
surface of the receptors with air. The maximum field strength reached 15.6 MV/m. Given the 4 mm
projection relative to the blade surface, the highest point of the field intensity was projected, and the
field intensity angle was greater than 90◦ after the first lightning stroke at the outer surface boundary
of the blade.

A comparison of Figures 9 and 10 shows that when the blade receptor was 4 mm higher than
the blade surface under the same condition, the boundary field intensity of the external surface of the
receptor changed significantly from 8.6 MV/m to 15.6 MV/m, exhibiting an increase of 81.40%. The
results show that the electric field strength of the blade receptor increased significantly when the blade
surface protruded, thereby enhancing the physical condition of the upward leader of the receptor.

The electric field intensity decreased exponentially at the edge around the blade receptor. In
comparison with the (A-type) flat right-angle blade receptor, the (B-type) convex right-angle receptor
could reduce the probability of damage caused by lightning to the blade surface to a certain extent.
The analysis of the lightning stroke mechanism of blade receptors showed that with the increase in
projection height of the receptor and blade surface on the outer surface, the concentration of induced
charge ions increased at the moment of lightning stroke, which reduces the possibility of ion channel
direction change from the pull of lightning leader due to the rotating blades. However, the blade
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receptor cannot indefinitely increase the protrusion height. Given that centrifugal force and wind
resistance always exist in the blades of the wind turbines rotating under natural conditions, excessive
protrusion will affect the aerodynamic function of the blades. Meanwhile, the protruding metal of the
blade easily falls off or produces annoying noise [34,35].
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In the case of limited receptor protrusion height, the receptor robustness against lightning in
space must be ensured while reducing the probability of lightning damage to the wind turbines. In
this study, the trapezoidal chamfering design of blade receptors was applied to optimize the shape of
the (C-type) convex chamfer angle receptor. As shown in Figure 11, after the trapezoidal chamfering
design, the maximum field strength was 14.3 MV/m under the same conditions. Although this value
decreased by approximately 9% compared with the maximum field strength of the (B-type) convex
right-angle receptor in Figure 10, the trapezoidal chamfering design of the blade flash connector could
produce exactly two high field strength regions, namely, β1 and β2. Theoretical analysis showed
that the development process of the front streamer before the formation of the connection leader is
uncertain, and the lightning connection leader may be dragged by the blade. In this case, the high-value
region of the multiple-field strength enhanced reliability for the formation of the lightning connection
leader. That is, multiple centralized points are beneficial to the lightning protection of blades and can
effectively reduce irreversible damage to the blade surface caused by lightning current dragging.
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The chamfer structure was smoothed and optimized into fillet corners, as shown in Figure 12.
The red dashed line part is the outer boundary of the convex fillet corner, and the blue solid line part is
the outer boundary of the convex chamfered corner.Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 13 
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In the same environment, the minimum element value for constructing trihedral mesh via adaptive
refinement and encryption is 0.002 cm. Figure 13 illustrates the electric field intensity. The simulation
results showed that the maximum field intensity of the (D-type) convex fillet was 16.8 MV/m, and that
of the (C-type) convex chamfer was 17.2 MV/m, with only a difference of 2.32%. However, the field
intensity radius (Ra) of the (D-type) convex fillet was smaller than that (Rb) of the (C-type) convex
chamfer, and the field intensity decreased substantially with the radius. Therefore, the (C-type) convex
chamfering design has considerable advantages in theory. Figure 14 presents the (C-type) convex
chamfering physical design.
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4. Conclusions and Discussions

In this study, the experiment and simulation were conducted to systematically investigate and
discuss the difference between the overall effect of blade lightning and the design of the protrusion
height and type of the receptor. The field intensity distribution on the surface of a blade receptor is a
high-boundary and low-middle structure that easily produces an upward connection leader at the
edge. When the lightning struck the (A-type) flat right-angle receptor, the rotating blade “dragged”
the lightning leader, which easily causes damage to the blade surface adjacent to the receptor. When
the blade receptor protruded by 4 mm, it became a (B-type) convex receptor, and the distortion of the
simulated electric field around it increased substantially. Under the same conditions, in comparison
with the (A-type) flat right-angle receptor, the distortion electric field intensity of the (B-type) convex
receptor increased by 81.40%, this is beneficial to improving the lightning receiving efficiency. Under
the effects of wind noise, natural corrosion, and process reliability, the protrusion height of the receptor
is limited. In the unilateral section structure, the (C-type) convex chamfer receptor had two evident
electric field distortion points, compared with the (B-type) convex right-angle receptor, which had
better reliability in terms of forming a lightning leader connection theoretically. Under the same
conditions, the maximum electric field strength of the (D-type) convex fillet was similar to that of the
(C-type) convex chamfer. However, the effective electric field radius of the (D-type) convex fillet was
smaller and the attenuation of electric field intensity with radius was more evident than those of the
(C-type) convex chamfer. Therefore, from a comprehensive point of view, the (C-type) convex chamfer
receptor is more acceptable than the (D-type) convex fillet.

In addition, the height range of the blade receptor protruding, the reliability of the receptor in the
natural environment, the damage assessment of the blade caused by the lightning stroke, the actual
lightning receiving efficiency of the receptor after the high-voltage electrode is lower than the top of
the blade, and how to observe the impact of lightning on the wind turbine synergistically with the
actual multivariables, all need to be deeply considered and studied. In addition, theoretical simulation
research plays an active role in understanding and optimizing the receptor of wind turbines, but data
were not fully validated under actual conditions. Specifically, whether the scaled model can reflect
the actual receptor effect after optimization must be verified, and subsequent optimization of the
experimental conditions and in-depth research are still required.
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